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milford conn july 6 2021 subway restaurants today announced the biggest changes in the brand s
history making improvements to almost every core menu item and introducing important digital
upgrades that elevate the guest experience let s take a look at five of the biggest changes you
ll see this year at subway in 2023 subway just launched 6 new artisanal sandwiches expansion and
upgrades shutterstock beginning tuesday customers will be greeted with a refreshed menu board in
its roughly 21 000 us restaurants featuring 12 sandwiches in what it s calling the subway series
menu subway is introducing a new specialty flatbread in 2024 that customers can choose for its
menu items guests visiting subway in person will find restaurant design refinements and remodels
along with sandwich artists ready to serve the new menu and offer an improved restaurant
experience this latest menu refresh continues subway s ongoing transformation journey that began
in 2021 raising the bar with new and improved ingredients craveable signature sandwiches salads
sides snacks and now wraps and flatbreads major subway service changes trains the bronx from 3 45
a m saturday to 10 p m sunday trains aren t running between wakefield 241 st and e 180 st in
either direction and are replacing trains between eastchester dyre av and e 180 st in both
directions this is because of structural maintenance next week subway restaurants across the
country will unveil an updated menu designed to improve items across the board the chain says the
move is the biggest menu change in its history subway has made a number of changes to its menu
introducing new sandwiches upgrading existing ones slicing the meat right there in store and more
subway just introduced a new menu with 12 sandwiches designed to be ordered as is without
customization the menu is a departure from subway s historical emphasis on customization subway s
new sidekicks lineup is a key part of its turnaround plans which includes a number of other
changes to its menus as part of its efforts to keep up with rivals since the january launch the
new subs which the chain calls the subway series are part of the brand s latest effort to
overhaul its menu as it works to revitalize sales the 12 subs give the company a new core menu
which subway hopes customers will order by name or by number with little change to the recipe
subway began its menu overhaul in 2021 with what it called its eat fresh refresh a massive
upgrade to its ingredients including its method for baking bread backed by ads featuring sports
stars such as steph curry and tom brady the effort was designed to help improve the brand s
reputation on tuesday subway unveiled what it s calling the subway series or 12 new signature
sandwiches that can be ordered by name or number this the company added in a release marked the
most significant menu update in 57 years and a whole new way to subway single celled slime molds
they found can build networks as complex as the tokyo subway system the yellow slime mold
physarum polycephalum grows as a single cell that is big enough to be seen with the naked eye
shibuya station a pulsing commuter hub housing a complex tangle of nine train and subway lines is
set to undergo a major revamp that will make it easier for travelers to navigate the sprawling
subway s all new dippers embody the changes subway has made over the past few years by elevating
our food and guest experience to better meet the needs of today s diner balancing their the tokyo
metropolitan government has announced a draft plan to build a new subway line connecting the city
center with waterfront areas of the japanese capital seven stations will be built for my takeaway
inclusive design underlies every aspect of the tokyo subway system but first a note on inclusive
design inclusivity is often used interchangeably with accessibility in discussions of design
there are many ways to split those hairs but for this post i ll define inclusive design as
follows one key to tokyo s railway network success is its ability to anticipate change and adapt
accordingly the system constantly evolves adding new lines and stations as needed
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subway newsroom press releases May 28 2024 milford conn july 6 2021 subway restaurants today
announced the biggest changes in the brand s history making improvements to almost every core
menu item and introducing important digital upgrades that elevate the guest experience
5 big changes you ll see at subway in 2023 eat this not that Apr 27 2024 let s take a look at
five of the biggest changes you ll see this year at subway in 2023 subway just launched 6 new
artisanal sandwiches expansion and upgrades shutterstock
subway is redesigning its menu cnn business Mar 26 2024 beginning tuesday customers will be
greeted with a refreshed menu board in its roughly 21 000 us restaurants featuring 12 sandwiches
in what it s calling the subway series menu
inside subway s three big menu changes coming in 2024 msn Feb 25 2024 subway is introducing a new
specialty flatbread in 2024 that customers can choose for its menu items
subway debuts largest menu update in brand s history Jan 24 2024 guests visiting subway in person
will find restaurant design refinements and remodels along with sandwich artists ready to serve
the new menu and offer an improved restaurant experience
subway continues to elevate its menu with more craveable Dec 23 2023 this latest menu refresh
continues subway s ongoing transformation journey that began in 2021 raising the bar with new and
improved ingredients craveable signature sandwiches salads sides snacks and now wraps and
flatbreads
subway and rail service changes june 28 july 1 mta Nov 22 2023 major subway service changes
trains the bronx from 3 45 a m saturday to 10 p m sunday trains aren t running between wakefield
241 st and e 180 st in either direction and are replacing trains between eastchester dyre av and
e 180 st in both directions this is because of structural maintenance
subway is making the biggest menu change in its history Oct 21 2023 next week subway restaurants
across the country will unveil an updated menu designed to improve items across the board the
chain says the move is the biggest menu change in its history
subway is changing its classic sandwiches the takeout Sep 20 2023 subway has made a number of
changes to its menu introducing new sandwiches upgrading existing ones slicing the meat right
there in store and more
subway is abandoning customized sandwiches for insider Aug 19 2023 subway just introduced a new
menu with 12 sandwiches designed to be ordered as is without customization the menu is a
departure from subway s historical emphasis on customization
subway is expanding its menu with more footlong snacks Jul 18 2023 subway s new sidekicks lineup
is a key part of its turnaround plans which includes a number of other changes to its menus as
part of its efforts to keep up with rivals since the january launch
subway is making a massive change to its menu and it may not Jun 17 2023 the new subs which the
chain calls the subway series are part of the brand s latest effort to overhaul its menu as it
works to revitalize sales the 12 subs give the company a new core menu which subway hopes
customers will order by name or by number with little change to the recipe
subway makes more changes to its menu May 16 2023 subway began its menu overhaul in 2021 with
what it called its eat fresh refresh a massive upgrade to its ingredients including its method
for baking bread backed by ads featuring sports stars such as steph curry and tom brady the
effort was designed to help improve the brand s reputation
subway launches most significant menu change in 57 years Apr 15 2023 on tuesday subway unveiled
what it s calling the subway series or 12 new signature sandwiches that can be ordered by name or
number this the company added in a release marked the most significant menu update in 57 years
and a whole new way to subway
brainless slime mold builds a replica tokyo subway Mar 14 2023 single celled slime molds they
found can build networks as complex as the tokyo subway system the yellow slime mold physarum
polycephalum grows as a single cell that is big enough to be seen with the naked eye
revamping shibuya a massive redevelopment project gives the Feb 13 2023 shibuya station a pulsing
commuter hub housing a complex tangle of nine train and subway lines is set to undergo a major
revamp that will make it easier for travelers to navigate the sprawling
subway adds new 3 footlong dippers to sidekicks menu Jan 12 2023 subway s all new dippers embody
the changes subway has made over the past few years by elevating our food and guest experience to
better meet the needs of today s diner balancing their
tokyo to build new subway line from city center to waterfront Dec 11 2022 the tokyo metropolitan
government has announced a draft plan to build a new subway line connecting the city center with
waterfront areas of the japanese capital seven stations will be built for
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inclusive design on the tokyo subway matthew ström Nov 10 2022 my takeaway inclusive design
underlies every aspect of the tokyo subway system but first a note on inclusive design
inclusivity is often used interchangeably with accessibility in discussions of design there are
many ways to split those hairs but for this post i ll define inclusive design as follows
the story behind one of the world s most complex and Oct 09 2022 one key to tokyo s railway
network success is its ability to anticipate change and adapt accordingly the system constantly
evolves adding new lines and stations as needed
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